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CAMERA CUBE LARGE
INSTRUCTIONS

MORE DETAILS ABOUT
THE CAMERA CUBE
LARGE

ECOSYSTEM

ORGANIZATION

FEATURES

COVER

C-Clips
Mount camera cubes 
to compatible peak 
design bags for 
seamless integration.

side access
Dual side doors for 
on-body access with 
compatible Peak 
Design bags.

PEAK DESIGN BAGS + ECOSYSTEM

can accommodate 
most gripped DSLRs

camera
cube
LARGE

camera organizer
sac d'insertion de caméra
カメラ挿入バッグ

camera carry

Carry your cube.
Hidden attachment 
points for Peak Design 
Anchors & Straps
(sold separately).

Removable padding 
and tuck-away cover.
Removable padding in 
the cover flap reduces 
bulk when stored open 
for quick access 
(perfect when cubes are 
packed in your bag). 

FEATURES

pro tips!

ORGANIZATION

example load-outs
LARGE

two mirrorless
camera bodies
+ 4 lenses (with 
200-600mm
& 100-400mm 
telephoto lenses)
+ flash unit
+ battery charger

one mirrorless
camera body
+ 6 lenses (with 
200-600mm
& 100-400mm 
telephoto lenses)
+ lens filter
+ SD card case
+ battery charger

Peak Design Camera Cubes are designed to fit 
perfectly in Peak Design bags made for travel 
and adventure.
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units:

size:

This Large 
Camera Cube 
takes up 3 
units of space

Peak Design Everyday Bags do not need 
Camere Cubes. They are not compatible 
with Camera Cubes.

for more information about packing tools 
and compatibility: pkdsn.com/pack

!

Peak Design 
Bags + Cubes

3

lens 1

lens 2

Specialized dividers
(included with all sizes except Extra Small)

Shelf flex fold dividers allow for additional 
organization and carry options

Organize and protect your gear with 
our origami-inspired dividers.

Shelf

FlexFold™ dividers

Floating Pockets provide stretchy storage for filters, 
batteries, chargers

Floating Pocket

know your Cube
weatherproof 
nylon canvas

attachment 
points for 
PD Straps

C-Clip 
connection 
points for
PD Bag 
compatibility

weather-
proof 
zippers

high density 
foam padding

dual side doors 
for on-body side 
access

counter 
pulls: great for 
grip when 
zipping!

Peak Design 
measures, offsets, 
and continually 
reduces the 
entirity of our 
carbon footprint.

100% recycled 
nylon canvas shell

more info + videos
pkdsn.com/cameracube

pkdsn.com/
howtorecycle

max laptop

max

43 cm
16.9 in

volume

external dims

internal dims
45x31x15 cm

43x29x13.5 cm

weight
510 g
18 oz

20L

BCC-L-BK-2

818373024642designed in San Francisco

pkdsn.com/patents
Patent and TM owned by Peak Design


